Teaching hospitals and medical schools have traditionally taken pride in celebrating the anniversary of their foundation. Centenaries and bicentenaries present opportunities to commemorate an institution\'s past and commission institutional histories. Dartmouth Medical School is no different: it celebrated its bicentenary in 1997 and commissioned a history from Constance Putnam. However, rather than serving up a familiar and dry account common to many institutional histories, Putnam has produced a more nuanced and detailed examination of an American medical school that can not only boast two centuries of medical education but also claim two foundations, the first in 1797 and a second virtual re-foundation in the 1950s.

In *The science we have loved and taught* Putman provides an imaginatively researched and meticulous history of Dartmouth Medical School. In it she examines the personalities involved and carefully navigates the ups and downs of the institution, the often fraught debates over the school\'s provision of undergraduate and clinical education, and its relationship with Dartmouth College, the American Medical Association (AMA) and the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC). The result is an exhaustive administrative history of a medical school that at times "muddled along" (p. 179); one that in the twentieth century weathered numerous threats of closure and internal turmoil, but remained a closely knit institution with a strong sense of community, collegiate identity and pride. These characteristics are reflected in Putnam\'s account.

Dartmouth was the fourth medical school to be established in the United States but often found itself in an anomalous position. It was the first medical school to be set up in a rural area and in some ways remained separate from the mainstream of American medical education, especially in the wake of the Flexner Report and the school\'s forced suspension of clinical training between 1913 and its introduction of an innovative three-year programme in the 1970s. However, like other fledgling schools, it was initially dominated by its founder, the entrepreneurial Nathan Smith, who did most of the teaching. The result was an often parochial institution where character was more highly praised than academic performance. Putnam shows how it was only from the 1830s that the curriculum was extended and systematized as the medical school expanded, appointed new staff and added new buildings. Science teaching was improved and the school embarked on a programme of what seems like constant reform. At first this was shaped by internal concerns, but by the twentieth century the fortunes of the medical school were closely tied to the investigations of the AMA and the AAMC. Putnam\'s account meticulously details the often troubled interactions between the school and these bodies, and their impact on the medical school\'s fortunes.

However, as with so many other medical schools, individuals continued to exert a strong influence over Dartmouth. As Putnam carefully shows, this was not always for the good. For example, under Rolf Syvertsen\'s deanship Dartmouth experienced a gradual decline leading to the virtual re-foundation under Marsh Tenney in the 1950s. Indeed, individual staff rather than students, teaching or laboratories dominate *The science we have loved and taught*. Through the individuals involved in the school, Putnam examines the events that shaped Dartmouth\'s development from its early years to the doldrums of the 1930s and 1940s, the internal turmoil of the 1950s and 1960s, and the school\'s renewed emphasis on serving the region in the late twentieth century. Biographies of staff and students are employed to good effect to overcome the relative paucity of evidence related to the nature of teaching, particularly for the nineteenth century.

One consequence of this approach and Putnam\'s detailed exploration of the administrative history of the medical school is that the broader context of American medical education and medicine receives less attention. Hence there is not always a sense of what was happening elsewhere, or of the major debates that came to shape the nature of medical training. In addition, a top-down approach ensures that the experiences of the students and a sense of the nature of teaching and research at Dartmouth are frequently lacking. These criticisms aside, in *The science we have loved and taught* Putnam has delivered an administrative history of Dartmouth Medical School that is absorbing and rich in detail and personalities.
